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Radiological Society of North America 
(RSNA) 2023 Conference Attendance Activity 
Report  
 

Conference Details: 

Event: Radiological Society of North America (RSNA) 2023 Annual Conference 

Location: McCormick Place, Chicago, Illinois, United States of America 

Dates: November 26th-30th, 2023 

 

Overview: 

Attending the RSNA 2023 Annual Conference was an enriching and insightful experience. 
The event, spanning five days, brought together industry leaders, innovators, and experts 
from various spects of radiology, fostering an environment ripe for learning, networking, 
and idea exchange. 

 

Day 1: 

The conference commenced with an inspiring keynote address by the President of the 
RSNA. His insights into the future trends and disruptive innovations forthcoming in 
radiology, especially in regrads to artificial intelligence (AI) set the tone for the event. I 
attended sessions focusing on emerging technologies, including AI integration in our field, 
which provided valuable perspectives on potential implementation strategies.  

 

Day 2: 

The second day delved deeper into specialized workshops and had some interesting plenary 
sessions. I participated in a workshop on raduation protection. I learned best practices in 
implemnenting radiation protection in a clinical enviorment. The plenary sessions were 
thought-provoking, especially the one centered on theranostics, demonstrating how 
powerful of a technique it can be. 
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Day 3: 

The third day was the day of my talk and I presented my research on the development of 
Compton Imaging for low dose imaging in Nuclear Medicine. I believe my talk was well 
recerived and I got some interesting questions from the audience. Prior to my talk I also 
attended a talk in regards to AI implementation in Nuclear Medicine, it was very interesting 
to see diffrent people’s approcah but most speakers voiced caution in it’s unchecked 
implementation in clinical practice.  

 

Day 4: 

The conference started winding down in the last day with some very interesting poster 
sessions covering a wide range from breast imaging to radiotherapy. I had a chance to 
engage with poster presenters about their research and exchanged details with a couple. 
The RSNA also had a recruiters centre which I thought was a great idea because it allowed 
me to talk directly with potential employers. 

 

Key Takeaways: 

 

Networking: Engaging with professionals from diverse backgrounds broadened perspectives 
and created potential collaboration opportunities. 

Cutting-Edge Insights: Access to the latest trends and innovations in our industry provided 
actionable ideas for implementation. 

Personal Growth: Interacting with industry leaders and participating in discussions 
enhanced leadership and problem-solving skills. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Bill  Kamtchou 


